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Online social network has reshaped the way how multimedia contents are generated, distributed and consumed on today’s
Internet. Given the massive number of user-generated contents shared in online social networks, users are moving to directly
access these contents in their preferred social network services. It is intriguing to study the service provision of social contents
for global users with satisfactory quality-of-experience. In this paper, we conduct large-scale measurement of a real-world online
social network system to study the social content propagation. We have observed important propagation patterns, including
social locality, geographical locality and temporal locality. Motivated by the measurement insights, we propose a propagationbased social-aware delivery framework using a hybrid edge-cloud and peer-assisted architecture. We also design replication
strategies for the architecture, based on three propagation predictors designed by jointly considering user, content and context
information. In particular, we design a propagation region predictor and a global audience predictor to guide how the edgecloud servers backup the contents, and a local audience predictor to guide how peers cache the contents for their friends. Our
trace-driven experiments further demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our design.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed the blossom of online social network service (e.g., Facebook, Twitter)
and online content sharing service (e.g., YouTube, Flickr), as well as the rapid convergence of both
services. Social multimedia contents, or social contents in short that are generated and shared by users
in online social networks are becoming increasingly popular on today’s Internet. ForeSee has reported
that more than 18% users are influenced by the social network when accessing online video contents
[Foresee 2012]. It is fascinating to study how the social contents can be served to users with satisfactory
Quality-of-Experience (QoE).
In the online social network, users create and maintain different social connections, e.g., friending
their friends in real life, following celebrities or even liking virtual social entities. Such social connections determine how the shared contents can reach users in the online social network [Kwak et al.
2010]. The unique propagation properties make the content access pattern in the online social network
quite different from that in the traditional centralized content sharing systems, in that (1) contents are
no longer produced by a few centralized content providers, but by all individual users; and (2) social
connections and social activities determine the propagation of the contents among the users.
We are facing the following challenges in distributing the social contents with satisfactory QoE:
(1) A huge number of user-generated contents (UGC) require a large amount of storage and network
resource, e.g., YouTube has hit a new record of 72 hours’ worth of videos uploaded by users per minute
[YouTube 2013]; (2) Newly generated contents are the ones that tend to attract most of the users,
but it is difficult to estimate their popularity for the service allocation, which is dynamically affected
by the social network [Cha et al. 2009]; (3) Social contents have close-to-uniform [Mislove 2012] and
highly-volatile popularity profiles, because a large portion of the contents are shared among small
social groups (e.g., family members).
Challenge (1) makes traditional service paradigms (e.g., C/S based on private servers) not suitable
— it is too expensive to replicate all contents to all servers, and a common practice to provision these
content services is to replicate contents to severs at different geographic regions [Adhikari et al. 2011]
by allocating resource from the geo-distributed CDN (Content Devilry Network) or cloud, where contents can be dynamically placed to serve users all over the world. Challenges (2) and (3) make the
traditional replication approaches, which work well only for contents with skewed and stable popularity profiles, not suitable in the context of online social network. Mislove et al. [Mislove et al. 2010] have
observed a large deduction of cache hit ratio when traditional caching schemes are used to replicate
social contents.
Our preliminary study [Wang et al. 2012] reveals a key observation that the social contents, unlike regular contents, do not propagate among users randomly — instead, they propagate along the
social-network topology according to several rules determined by the social propagation. We now significantly extend our study to design a general framework with propagation patterns and predictions
incorporated, based on which we develop a social-aware delivery system to effectively distribute social
contents with superb QoE. In this paper, we use the most representative type of multimedia content
— the social video content to study how the social contents can be effectively replicated based on social
propagation — our design though can be used in the delivery of a variety of multimedia types.
First, we demonstrate that the statistic information obtained from the online social network can
guide the video replication. We conduct large-scale measurement studies to explore the connection between the social propagation and the replication, and discover the propagation patterns of social video
contents, including social locality that videos are generally shared among users who are socially connected, geographical locality that most of the videos are shared between users that are geographically
close to each other, and temporal locality that newly published videos can attract most of the viewers.
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 1, Publication date: May 2013.
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Second, based on the propagation patterns, we design propagation predictors to guide the content
delivery. In particular, the propagation region predictor, global-audience predictor and local-audience
predictor answer the following questions, respectively: (a) which videos should be replicated to which
edge-cloud servers? (b) how much bandwidth should be reserved for each video by the edge-cloud? and
(c) which videos should be served by which peers?
Third, based on the propagation patterns (i.e., localities in propagation), we propose a propagationbased social content distribution framework, in which a hybrid edge-cloud [Zhu et al. 2011] and peerassisted video replication architecture is employed. Based on the propagation predictions, videos are
replicated by both the edge-cloud servers and peers at different geographic locations as follows: (1)
We design the edge-cloud replication strategies according to the region predictor and global-audience
predictor, determining the region selection and bandwidth reservation; (2) We further design the peerassisted replication according to the local-audience predictor, performing social-aware cache replacement at each peer.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we discuss related work. In Sec. 3, we
motivate our design by measurement studies on social content propagation. We present the propagation pattern-based architecture in Sec. 4, and the detailed replication strategies based on propagation
predictions in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6, we evaluate the performance of our design by trace-driven experiments.
In Sec. 7, we discuss some implementation issues. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec. 8.
2.

RELATED WORK

2.1 Propagation in Online Social Network
Online social network has become a popular Internet service. Based on traces from Flickr, LiveJournal
and Orkut, Mislove et al. [Mislove et al. 2007] study the topology of the social graph, and confirm
the power-law, small-world, and scale-free properties of the online social network. Krishnamurthy et
al. [Balachander Krishnamurthy 2008] investigate Twitter, and identify the distinct classes of Twitter
users and their behaviors, as well as the geographic growth patterns of the social network.
In an online social network, contents spread among users by their social activities. A number of research efforts have been devoted to studying the propagation of information in online social networks.
Kwak et al. [Kwak et al. 2010] investigate the impact of users’ retweets on information diffusion in
Twitter. Dodds et al. [Dodds and Watts 2005] use the epidemic model to study the information propagation, where a piece of information is regarded as an infective disease that spreads via the social
connections. Kempe et al. [Kempe et al. 2003] investigate how to maximize the spread of influence in
an online social network, and Hartline et al. [Hartline et al. 2008] utilize such maximum spread to
achieve revenue maximization. Domingos et al. [Domingos and Richardson 2001] explore the value of
social networks in estimating potential buyers of a product or a service, which can be influenced by an
existing customer. Kempe et al. [Kempe et al. 2003] investigate how to maximize the spread of influence in an online social network, and Hartline et al. [Hartline et al. 2008] utilize such maximum spread
to achieve revenue maximization, i.e., the largest number of buyers can be attracted, by selecting the
best set of initial users to push the information onto.
In this paper, we will study how to connect the social propagation and the social multimedia content
replication, i.e., how statistic information about the content propagation can be utilized to guide the
content replication.
2.2 Social Content Replication
Many architectures have been proposed in large-scale content service systems, including (1) the serverbased architecture, e.g., CDN and cloud-based approaches [Peng 2004], (2) the client-based architecACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 1, Publication date: May 2013.
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ture, e.g., the P2P content distribution [Liu et al. 2008], and (3) the hybrid architecture, e.g., a hybrid
CDN and P2P distribution framework [Xu et al. 2006]. For Internet-scale social content service, replicating the content at different geographic regions is a promising approach to provide good service
quality to users [Adhikari et al. 2011]. Zhu et al. [Zhu et al. 2011] propose to allocate cloud servers at
the network edges to distribute the multimedia contents to users.
Content-based replication. From the content aspect, traditional content distribution mainly takes
content popularity into account, and allocates storage and bandwidth resource according to the popularity [Kangasharju et al. 2002]. After 2005, a huge number of contents are generated by users. Exploring the correlation between contents can effectively help users fetch the contents precisely [Cheng
and Liu 2009]. However, online social network has greatly changed the assumptions in traditional
replication algorithms [Benevenuto et al. 2009], e.g., the distribution of contents is shifted from a
“central-edge” manner to an “edge-edge” manner, resulting in the close-to-uniform popularity distribution. Li et al. [Li et al. 2012] study the content sharing in the online social network, and observed the
skewed popularity distribution of contents and the power-law activity of users. To better serve such
social contents, some social-aware content replications have been proposed.
Social-based replication. After online social network is widely used by people to access online contents. User relation and influence are studied, to reflect that after a content is shared by a person,
it may be requested by his friends, so that contents can be distributed based on this inference. Pujol
et al. [Pujol et al. 2010] investigate the difficulties of scaling online social networks, and designed a
social partition and replication middle-ware where users’ friends’ data can be co-located in the same
server. Tran et al. [Tran et al. 2012] study the partition of contents in the online social network by
taking social relationships into consideration. Nguyen et al. [Nguyen et al. 2011] study how to improve
the system efficiency in case of server failures by taking social locality into consideration. Wang et
al. [Wang et al. 2012] observe that a social network can be used to help predict the content access
pattern in a standalone on-demand system. Wu et al. [Wu et al. 2012] study how to minimize the cost
in social media migration among servers at different regions. Cheng et al. [Cheng and Liu 2011] study
the social media partition to balance the server load and preserve the social relationship.
Understanding the content access patterns is a key to perform effective content replication. With
respect to understanding how users access contents in the online social network, related works have
been considering contents and users separately. However, content sharing is dynamically determined
by both the contents and users. In order to address the problem of providing effective content distribution to users in the social network, we propose propagation-based social content distribution. This
paper is an extension of our preliminary studies in [Wang et al. 2012] — we design a new general
framework for propagation-based social content delivery, incorporating both the propagation patterns
and propagation predictions.
3.

MEASUREMENT OF SOCIAL CONTENT PROPAGATION

In this section, we present the logic framework of our study, our measurement setup and a glance of
the propagation of social multimedia contents.
3.1 Framework
Fig. 1 illustrates the logic framework of our design. (1) Input. User, content and context information
is the input to our design. In particular, we have the social relationship and influence between users,
their preference of different contents, the content popularity and the server and user regional distributions, determining which users prefer to receive contents from which servers. (2) Propagation pattern
mining. Based on the input, we have observed the propagation patterns, including the social locality,
geographical locality and temporal locality. (3) Propagation prediction. Based on these propagation patACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 1, Publication date: May 2013.
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terns, we further design predictors for the propagation regions (i.e., where a video will be shared), the
global audience (i.e., the global popularity of a video), and the local audience (i.e., how a video is shared
between friends). (4) Propagation-based replication. Our replication architecture and strategies are designed according to the propagation patterns and the propagation predictions, respectively. Edge-cloud
servers and peers are allocated to strategically serve the contents so that users can download from the
local servers.
3.2 Measurement Setup
In our measurement, we have collected traces from Tencent Weibo [Tencent Weibo 2013], which is a
microblogging website, where users can broadcast a message including at most 140 characters to their
friends. We obtained Weibo traces from the technical team of Tencent, containing valuable runtime
data of the system in 20 days (October 9 – October 29) in 2011. Each entry in the traces corresponds to
one microblog posted, including ID, name, IP address, geographic location of the publisher, time stamp
when the microblog is posted, IDs of the parent and root microbloggers if it is a re-post, and contents
of the microblog. The traces were recorded on an hourly basis.
We are focused on microblogs with video links which are imported from external video sharing websites. In particular, we have collected 350, 860 video links from 5 popular video sharing sites: Youku,
Ku6, Tudou, Xunlei and Tencent Video. We then retrieve the microblogs which are related to these
video links, i.e., the microblogs either include the video links to these videos in the contents or they are
re-shares of the ones that include the links. These video links cover 1, 923, 507 microblogs in the time
span, which are posted or re-shared by 1, 465, 328 users, from more than 200 regions in the propagation
(each region is defined by Tencent as a geographical area). Besides, we also retrieve the profiles of users
who have posted these microblogs, e.g., their friend lists. In our measurement, we use the number of
microblog posts to estimate the number of video views, in a sense that the microblog publishers can
represent a sample of users who have watched the videos.
Fig. 2 illustrates how Tencent Weibo are connected with the video sharing sites. After a video is
published on a video sharing site, the link to that video can be imported by users to Weibo. We will
regard the import as the video generation by that user. Then users who are socially connected to that
user can be reached by the imported video and further re-share the video.
3.3 A Glance of Generation, Distribution and Popularity of Social Contents
Content Generation and Distribution. On Tencent Weibo, users generate videos by importing the links
to the videos from the external video sharing sites, and distribute the videos by re-sharing the microblogs containing the links. Import and re-share are the most important activities that determine
how videos reach users in the online social network. Fig. 3 illustrates the number of imports and reshares of the targeted videos over time. We observe that (1) more users are generating videos instead
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 1, Publication date: May 2013.
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of distributing them in the online social network, and (2) the number of imports shows more obvious
weekly pattern than the number of re-shares, indicating more randomness in users’ re-sharing of social
video contents.
Popularity Profiles. Videos can reach many people in the online social network by users’ importing
and re-sharing, which determine the video propagation range. We observe that different videos attract
quite different levels of imports and re-shares, resulting in a skewed popularity distribution of videos
in the online social network. We study the popularity distribution of the social video contents, in terms
of their imports and re-shares in a given time period of 1 day. In Fig. 4, videos are ranked in their
import number’s descending order. Each sample illustrates the number of imports of a video versus the
rank of that video. We observe that the video import popularity is highly skewed, following a zipf-like
distribution with a shape parameter of s = 0.8906. Similarly, Fig. 5 illustrates the number of re-shares
versus the rank of the video, and we observe that the video re-share popularity also follows a zipf-like
distribution with a shape parameter of s = 0.9519. The popularity distributions of the import and reshare indicate that there are a dominate fraction of unpopular videos in the online social network —
it is of great challenge to serve all the videos to users locally (e.g., users can download the videos from
the servers located at the same region), with limited storage and network resource.
Social groups. We further investigate in which types of social groups these unpopular videos are
propagating. By randomly collecting 50 videos with different propagation size (the number of users
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 1, Publication date: May 2013.
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involved in a video’s propagation), we explore the correlation between the propagation size and the
clustering coefficient of the social group formed by the users involved in the propagation. In Fig. 6,
each sample illustrates the video propagation size versus the clustering coefficient of the corresponding social group [Wiki: Clustering/Coefficient 2013]. We observe a relatively strong correlation between
the propagation size and the clustering coefficient. The reason is that the unpopular videos tend to be
shared among small social groups that are relatively closely-connected (socially). The trend of many
unpopular videos to be shared among small social groups results in a close-to-uniform popularity distribution, which makes the replication extremely challenging.
4.

REPLICATION ARCHITECTURE BASED ON PROPAGATION PATTERNS

In this section, we first present the propagation patterns observed in the measurement studies. Then,
we present the architecture of our design and its key components, based on the propagation patterns.
4.1

Social Propagation Patterns

We study the patterns of the social content propagation to guide our social content delivery architecture
design.
4.1.1 Social Locality. The generation and re-share of a video on Weibo form a propagation tree
which is rooted by the user who generates the video. Any user who re-shares the video will become
a new leaf node in the propagation tree. Fig. 7 shows the propagation size of videos in 5 different
categories. Each sample illustrates the number of propagation trees (with the same propagation size)
versus the size of these propagation trees. We observe that the size of most propagation trees is very
small, e.g., the size of over 90% of the propagation trees is smaller than 100.
Next, we study the propagation depth, which is defined as the average number of social hops between
users in the propagation tree and the root user. Fig. 8 illustrates the propagation depth of videos
in the same 5 categories. Each sample represents the number of propagation trees (with the same
propagation depth) versus their propagation depth. We observe that in most of the propagation trees,
the depth does not exceed 10, i.e., users who re-share the same video are socially close to the root user
(with a small number of social hops between them).
The limited propagation size and propagation depth indicate that in each propagation tree, only
users within a limited social range will be reached by the video. This observation motivates us to
design the peer-assisted replication so that users who are both socially and geographically close to
each other, can help distribute the video contents among themselves effectively.
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 1, Publication date: May 2013.
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4.1.2 Geographical Locality. Users who generate, re-share and view the social videos are located
in a variety of regions over the world. For Internet-scale video service providers, when performing
replication for the social video contents, they need to strategically determine the regions (where datacenters are deployed) where the videos should be stored and served. To this end, we investigate how a
social video content propagates among different geographic regions.
First, we observe that the popularity of different regions is quite different. We define the import
number of a region as the number of total imports issued by users in the region. In Fig. 9, we rank 41
regions in their import number’s descending order. Each sample in this figure illustrates the import
number of a region versus the rank of the region. We observe that the popularity distribution of regions
with respect to their import numbers follows a logarithm function y = 150000 − 35000 log(1.443x). This
observation indicates that it is not necessary to replicate each video to all the regions. A video should
be replicated to a region only when the region is in the video’s propagation range.
Second, we observe that most of the contents are propagating in a very small number of regions.
In Fig. 10, each sample represents the number of regions involved in a content’s propagation versus
the rank of the content. We observe that most of the videos are shared by users from only a very few
number of regions. More than 90% of the contents are propagating in less than 5 regions. This indicates
that in social video sharing, users in a video’s propagation can be geographically close to each other.
4.1.3 Temporal Locality. In the online social network, we observe that users are more likely to reshare new video contents, i.e., videos that are recently imported or re-shared. Fig. 11 illustrates the
number of re-shares of a video in a timeslot (1 hour) versus the time lag since the propagation tree is
generated. We observe that most of the re-shares happen in the recent hours, and the re-share number
against the time lag follows a zipf-like distribution with a shape parameter s = 1.5070. More than 95%
of the re-shares happen within the first 24 hours. This indicates that in social video sharing, users’
behaviors are highly crowded around the time point when it is imported. We will also incorporate the
temporal locality into our design.
4.2 Edge-Cloud and Peer-Assisted Replication Architecture
According to our observations, users in a video propagation are socially and geographically close to
each other, and their social actions are crowed in a short period. Accordingly, we propose to use a hybrid edge-cloud and peer-assisted architecture for social video distribution, where the edge-cloud can
support the time-varying bandwidth and storage allocations requested by different regions, while the
peers are able to help contribute to each other in similar social groups. Fig. 12 illustrates the conceptual
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 1, Publication date: May 2013.
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architecture of our design. In this figure, two overlays are presented as follows: (1) social propagation
overlay based on the social graph, which determines the video propagation among friends, i.e., users
after generating a video, can share the video with their direct friends, who will further re-share the
video to more people, and (2) delivery overlay which determines how video contents are delivered from
edge-cloud servers to users or among themselves in a P2P paradigm. In this architecture, on one hand,
we make use of the edge-cloud servers distributed at different geographic regions, to serve the social
videos to users from different regions; on the other hand, we let peers cache the video contents in
their local storage, so that they can help each other to download the videos. In the design of PSAR
(Propagation-Based Social-Aware Replication for social contents), we will study the edge-cloud replication on how videos are replicated to edge-cloud servers, as well as the peer-assisted replication on how
videos are cached at a peer.
4.2.1 Edge-Cloud Replication. In the edge-cloud video replication, video contents are generally
replicated to servers located in different geographic regions. The main purpose of the edge-cloud replication is for users at different locations to download the wanted videos from their local servers, which
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 1, Publication date: May 2013.
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are located in the same regions with the users, to improve the video service quality [Adhikari et al.
2011].
We redesign the edge-cloud replication by taking the social propagation into account. We first select
the videos that are the most likely to propagate across geographic regions, by evaluating the videos’
geographic influence index we design. Since the selected videos are more likely to attract users from
more regions in the future, we replicate them to more regions so that users can be better served by the
local servers. After that, based on the local-audience index, which reflect their popularity in the near
future, we determine which regions to replicate these videos to and how much bandwidths to allocate
for the videos. We will present the detailed design in Sec. 5.2.
4.2.2 Peer-Assisted Replication. The reason we propose a joint edge-cloud and peer-assisted paradigm
in the social video replication lies two-folds. (1) Social videos are generally shared in small social
groups, resulting in the close-to-uniform popularity distribution of the videos, which cost a huge amount
of server resource to be distributed to users. To scale the delivery system, peers’ resource is in demand.
(2) Users typically share videos with their friends, who are observed geographically close to each other
[Scellato et al. 2010] — these socially connected users tend to have good Internet connectivity between
each other to perform the peer-assisted video download [Huffaker et al. 2002].
In traditional peer-assisted video distribution, LRU and LFU-based cache replacement algorithms
are widely used. Such algorithms only depend on the static popularity of the video contents, which
cannot achieve good performance when the access patterns of videos are affected by the social activities
in the online social network. Based on the local-audience index summarized from the propagation
pattern, we redesign the peer cache replacement algorithm. In particular, we let peers cache videos
that not only improve the general peer contribution (i.e., the fraction of video contents upload by peers
over all videos uploaded), but also improve the possibility for peers to serve the unpopular videos to
their local friends. These friend users can benefit from the good Internet connectivity to the local peers.
We will present the detailed design in Sec. 5.2.3.
5.

REPLICATION STRATEGIES BASED ON PROPAGATION PREDICTION

In this section, we first present the design challenges in PSAR. Then, we establish the connection
between the social video propagation and the video replication, using the propagation prediction. After
that, we present the detailed design of PSAR based on the connection.
Challenges in the Design of PSAR. In PSAR, the replication of social video contents is facing great
resource-allocation challenges in the presence of multiple video propagations. Fig. 13 illustrates an
example when there are only two videos. In this figure, the circles represent users in the online social
network, which are located in different geographic regions, e.g., region 1 and region 2. User A generates
and shares video a in timeslot T , then the video is re-shared by his friends C and D in timeslot T + 1.
At the same time, another user B generates a different video b. Video a and video b will propagate
across the social connections, and the two propagation trees may intersect in the same region or at the
same peer, e.g., both region 1 and region 2 are involved in the two propagation trees, and both videos
can reach user K in timeslot T + 3. The resource allocation has to determine (1) how to serve video a
and b by the edge-cloud servers in region 1 and 2, and (2) how to cache video a and b at the peers to help
others. It is of great challenge when many videos are propagating at the same time. The two problems
will be discussed in the edge-cloud replication and the peer-assisted replication, respectively.
5.1 Propagation Prediction
5.1.1 Propagation Region Prediction. Based on the dataset used in our measurement studies, Fig. 15
illustrates the correlation between the number of regions involved in the video propagation and the
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propagation size for different videos. We observe that a large propagation size generally results in more
regions involved in the propagation. The relationship follows a logarithm function. In PSAR, the propagation size is utilized to determine whether a video will be replicated to more regions. In particular,
we design a geographic influence index as follows:
−1)
gv(T ) = c1 log(c2 s(T
),
v
(T −1)

(T )

where sv
is the propagation size of the propagation tree of video v in timeslot T − 1. Large gv
indicates that more regions will be involved in the propagation of the video. Intuitively, a video should
be replicated to more regions when the predicted number of regions involved in the propagation is
larger than the number of regions it has already been replicated to.
5.1.2 Global-Audience Prediction. In order to allocate bandwidth to serve a social video content,
we design a global-audience predictor, based on a global-audience index to evaluate the strength of a
video’s propagation in timeslot T , using the propagation information as follows: (1) the current propa(T )
(T )
gation size (sv ); (2) the current propagation depth (hv ); and (3) the time lag since the propagation
(T )
tree is formed (τv ). The global-audience index is defined as follows:
)
)
(T )
e(T
= zs (τv(T ) )(s(T
v
v /hv ),
(T )

where zs (τv ) is a decreasing function to make use of the temporal locality, which can adjust the
(T )
global-audience index according to τv so that more recently generated or shared videos will have a
larger global-audience index. Based on our observation in Sec. 4.1.3, zs (t) is defined as follows:
zs (t) = 1/(ts

N
∑
1
),
ks

k=1

where s is the zipf shape parameter and N is the number of hours between the publication time of
(T )
the earliest video and the publication time of the latest video. In our design, ev will be used to guide
(T )
the replication. Larger ev indicates that more users can join the propagation tree in timeslot T .
(T )
(T )
The rationale of ev lies as follows: (1) Larger sv indicates that more users can be reached by the
video, and these users are the potential viewers (downloaders) of video v; (2) According to the social
(T )
locality, small hv indicates that users in the propagation tree are still socially close to the root user
(T )
and the video can reach more users; (3) According to the temporal locality, large τv slows down the
propagation. Based on the global-audience index, we will determine how much bandwidth we will
reserve for a video in the future timeslot in PSAR.
Fig. 14 compares our social-aware global-audience prediction and the traditional popularity estimation using only the historical popularity. The effectiveness of our global-audience prediction is verified
by our dataset. In Fig. 14(a), each sample is a content’s current popularity versus its popularity in
the previous timeslot. We observe that the video’s global audience are highly violating overtime, with
a very small correlation between the current audience number and previous number. Our prediction
is illustrated in Fig. 14(b). Each sample represents the current popularity versus the global-audience
index of the previous timeslot. We observe that after incorporating the propagation patterns, the correlation coefficient is increased by 4 times, indicating that the popularity can be better predicted by
our design.
5.1.3 Local-Audience Prediction. In our architecture, a peer locally performs the cache replacement
using not only the perceived video popularity, but also the local social factors. In order to determine
which videos should be kept for peering neighbors, we design a local-audience predictor, based on the
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Fig. 14. Global-Audience Prediction.

following information at peer i: (1) the local popularity which is the number of requests for video v
received by peer i, denoted as pvi ; (2) the fraction of peer i’s friends that can join the propagation tree
of video v, denoted as fiv . fiv is calculated by historical records for different video categories, i.e., peer i
keeps a record of the fraction of friends that have been attracted in each category in the history; and
(3) the time lag between the time when propagation tree is constructed and the time when the peer re(T )
shares the video, i.e., τv . Based on the social propagation patterns, we design a local-audience index
to perform the prediction as follows:
qv = zs (τv(T ) )(pvi fiv ).
In the peer-assisted replication, videos with a smaller local-audience index are more likely to be
dumped by the peer. The rationale is that larger pvi fiv indicates that peer i can potentially attract more
(T )
users to re-share video v from its friends in the future, and τv is utilized to reflect the temporal
locality.
The effectiveness of the local-audience predictor is verified by our data as well. Fig. 16 illustrates the
CDF of the correlation coefficient between a friend’s video category preference (calculated as a category
preference vector) at time T and the category preference at time T − 1. We observe that most of the
friends’ preference can be inferred from their historical preference. In our dataset, the correlation
coefficient for 80% of the user preference in two consecutive timeslots can be larger than 0.8.
5.2 Replication Strategies based on Propagation Prediction
5.2.1 Region Selection in Edge-Cloud Replication. Based on the region prediction and the globalaudience prediction, we first select the videos to be replicated and determine regions they should be
replicated to, then we reserve upload bandwidth at edge-cloud servers for them. When performing
video replication, we need to find out the videos that may propagate to more regions in the future. We
use the geographic influence index in the region prediction for that. To achieve a better video download
(T )
quality, a video with a larger gv should be replicated to more regions to serve users locally. Parameters
c1 and c2 are selected according to the measurement. Based on the geographic influence index, we can
predict whether the regions where the video has been replicated are enough.
Initial Replication. After video v is first generated by a user in the online social network, it will be
stored by a server which is closest to the user’s friends. Let dr,i , i ∈ Fv denote the geographic distance
between region r and user i, where Fv is the set of friends of the root user of video v (“distance” based
on Internet connectivity measurement can also be used, e.g., bandwidth or RTT). The initial region
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 1, Publication date: May 2013.
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∑
is then selected by solving the problem as follows: rv = arg minr∈R i∈Fv dr,i , where R is the set of
regions that can be used for the replication (determined by the cloud providers), and rv is the region
selected for the replication.
Selecting Existing Videos for Replication. According to our measurement study, we observe that although there are a massive number of videos in the online social network, in each timeslot, only limited
videos are shared among users. In particular, we observe that among 350, 860 videos that we study in
our measurement, only 1919 of them are re-shared in one timeslot (1 hour) on average. Thus, in each
timeslot, only a little fraction of existing videos need to be replicated to improve the service quality.
How should we select the candidate videos for replication? We observe that the overlapped fraction of
the common videos that are re-shared in timeslot T and T − 1 over all videos re-shared in timeslot T
can be as large as 49%. In our design, the replication video set V (T ) is constructed as follows. (1) We
build a candidate video set W (T ) by selecting videos that are imported or re-shared in the previous
timeslot. In particular, we randomly choose 80% of the videos that have been imported or re-shared
in the previous timeslot and 20% of the videos among the most popular ones in history. (2) We choose
(T +1)
(T )
, which is a control
the videos in W (T ) that have the geographic influence index gv larger than θv
parameter depending on the current replication status of video v, to form the video replication set V (T ) .
(T )
(T )
(T )
In our experiments, we let θv = 0.8|Rv |, where Rv is the set of regions that v has been replicated
to. The rationale is that a video should be replicated to more regions if its current replication is under
the requirement estimated from the geographic influence index.
Selecting Replication Regions for Videos in V (T ) . After V (T ) has been constructed, the videos in V (T )
need to be replicated to more regions. Since these videos are the candidates that can attract users from
more regions, we have to determine which videos need to be replicated to which regions. In our design,
we extend the replication of a video to one more region each time. The selection of the region is similar
to the approach used in the initial region selection. We minimize the geographic distance between the
(T )
region and the potential users who may join the propagation tree. Let Lv denote the set of users who
join the propagation tree in the previous timeslot. The selection is as follows:
∑
dr,i ,
rv = arg min
(T )
∪
r∈R−Rv
i∈

(T )
k∈Lv

Fk

(T )

where Fk is the friend set of user k. The rationale is that users in Lv are the ones who join the
propagation tree in the previous timeslot, and it is likely for them to attract new users of the video,
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Algorithm 1 Edge-Cloud Replication Algorithm.
1: procedure V IDEO AND R EGION S ELECTION
2:
V (T ) ← Φ
3:
if v is newly published then
4:
V (T ) ← V (T ) ∪ {v}
∑
5:
rv ← arg minr∈R i∈Fv dr,i
6:
else
(T )
(T +1)
7:
if v ∈ W (T ) and gv > θv
then
8:
V (T ) ← V (T ) ∪ {v}
∑
9:
rv ← arg minr∈R−R(T ) i∈∪ (T ) Fk dr,i
v

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

k∈Lv

end if
end if
end procedure
procedure B ANDWIDTH R ESERVATION
for all v ∈ V (T ) do
if v is replicated at region rv then
(T )
(T ) ∑
bv,rv ← Brv ev / v∈Vrv ev
end if
end for
end procedure

due to the temporal locality of the propagation. We utilize these users’ friends’ locations as a sample of
all the users that can join the propagation tree, and select the region that is closest to all the users. The
(T )
benefit of always extending a video to a new region in the replication (i.e., rv is selected from R − Rv )
is that users in a popular propagation tree can choose more regions to download the video contents
from, and our scheme improves the possibility for them to select the preferred regions.
5.2.2 Bandwidth Reservation for Social Contents at Edge-Cloud Servers. In each schedule round,
we need to allocate upload bandwidths at the edge-cloud servers for the videos replicated. In our design,
the bandwidth reservation depends on the social propagation strength, which can be evaluated by the
(T )
global-audience index ev . Let Vr denote the set of videos that are replicated in region r, the bandwidth
reservation is then performed as follows:
∑
)
)
(T )
bv,rv = Brv e(T
e(T
,
v /
v , ∀v ∈ V
v∈Vrv

where bv,rv is the amount of bandwidth to be reserved for video v in the selected replication region
rv when the region is fully loaded with requests; and a video can extend to use more than bv,rv when
the region is not fully loaded. Br is the upload capacity of region r. The rationale of the bandwidth
(T )
reservation is that videos with larger ev tend to attract more users in the propagation in the near
future, and more upload bandwidth should be allocated for these videos’ propagation to benefit the
potential downloaders. Our edge-cloud replication algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
5.2.3 Cache Replacement in Peer-Assisted Replication. In Sec. 4, we have justified that the unique
propagation pattern makes it very promising to utilized the peer-assisted paradigm to allocate certain amount of resource from the users to replicate the video contents, and peers (users) can serve
their social neighbors with good Internet connectivity. In our peer-assisted replication, we assume that
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users download video contents according to their own demands, and we design the social-aware cache
replacement strategy for peers to determine which videos are cached to help other users, since peers’
cache strategy can greatly affect the performance of a P2P system [Luo et al. 2009].
Peer Cache Replacement. Large local-audience index indicates that the video can be potentially downloaded by more local friends, and the peer should keep it to serve these friends. Thus, in our cache
replacement algorithm, the peer will try to dump videos with the smallest qv ’s until the capacity is
enough for new videos. In Sec. 6, we will present the effectiveness of our cache replacement for social
contents.
6.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct experiments using traces from Tencent Weibo to verify our design and
evaluate its performance.
6.1 Experiment Setup
Based on the same traces used in our measurement, we randomly select 9, 318 videos from the original
traces in the last 10 days for our experiments. These videos propagate among the regions captured by
Tencent Weibo — the propagation traces are used for video replication using our design. The length
of a timeslot is set to 1 hour, as used in our measurement studied. Peers are located in the regions
according to their profiles, and an edge-cloud server is deployed in each region. In our experiments,
we assume that the records of imports and re-shares indicate users’ downloads of these videos. Thus,
these records are used to drive users’ downloads in the simulation. We also assume the user-generated
videos have the same short duration [Cheng et al. 2008], and we let the replication unit be a whole
video for both servers and peers. We normalize the geographic distance between peers and servers
in the evaluation. In the peer-assisted replication, peers exchange their cache states with socially
connected neighbors periodically, so that they are aware of what can be downloaded from these social
neighbors. When downloading from other peers, a tracker server is employed to help peers find each
other. A peer downloads a video according to the following rules: (1) It first tries to download the video
from neighboring peers, where peers that are socially connected in the same region are prioritized; (2)
If no peer is able to serve the video, it will resort to the edge-cloud servers in the same region; (3) If the
local servers are not able to serve it, it will try other servers with the smallest geographic distances.
We first show the performance of PSAR over time. Fig. 17 illustrates the fraction of requests served
by their local edge-cloud servers over all server-served requests and the fraction of requests served
by local peers over all peer-served requests, respectively. We observe that our replication can reach
relatively high levels of requests that are served by local edge-cloud servers and local peers (58.7% and
28.5%, respectively). Meanwhile, in PSAR, we observe that the local edge-cloud servers and peers can
compensate each other to serve the users over time. Next, we will evaluate the detailed performance
of PSAR.
6.2

Efficiency of Edge-Cloud Replication

In the edge-cloud replication, we compare PSAR with the following algorithms that are widely used
in real-world video service systems. (1) A popularity-based replication, where videos are prioritized
to be replicated or removed according to the videos’ historical popularity, i.e., the number of total
imports and re-shares in the recent period. The videos selected for replication are assigned to regions
so that the load (overall popularity of videos) can be balanced among the regions. In each region, the
edge-cloud server allocates upload bandwidth for a video proportionally to its recent popularity. (2)
A random approach where videos are replicated randomly in different regions and reserved with a
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random amount of upload bandwidth. Note that these two algorithms are also executed periodically in
each timeslot.
Fraction of Locally Served Requests. We first evaluate how many requests of videos can be served
by local servers using different replication algorithms. We define a local download ratio as the fraction
of requests that are served by users’ local servers, i.e., servers in the same geographic region with
the users issuing the requests. Fig. 18 illustrates the local download ratio versus the average upload
capacity allocated at an edge-cloud server. We observe that our edge-cloud replication in PSAR can
improve the local download ratio by over 30% comparing with the popularity-based scheme, and as the
available server bandwidth capacity grows, the local download ratio in PSAR increases faster than the
popularity-based and random algorithms, indicating that users can benefit more from the increased
server resource in PSAR.
Normalized Download Geo-Distance from Servers. We also evaluate the normalized download distance, which is define as the average normalized geographic distance between the users and the servers
from which they download the videos. Fig. 19 illustrates the normalized download distance versus the
average server capacity. We observe that PSAR achieves a smaller download distance than the other
two algorithms. The reason is that by inferring the geographic influence index, the global-audience
index and users’ social connections, better prediction of a video’s propagation range can be utilized to
perform the region selection. Similarly, we observe that the normalized download distance in PSAR
decreases faster than other algorithms when server capacity increases.
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Number of Replications. We further study the impact of the number of replications of a video on the
service quality. Fig. 20 compares the local download ratio of a video in the three strategies in terms of
different numbers of video replications. We observe that in the random replication, all the videos have
the similar number of replications — this is the reason for its inefficiency for contents that are either
very popular or only shared among small social groups. The replication number in the popularitybased replication is similar to that in PSAR; however, PSAR is more effective to replicate videos that
are shared in small social groups and the ones that are highly propagating across many regions —
over 4 times of the unpopular requests can be served by local servers or peers.
6.3

Efficiency of Peer-Assisted Replication

We also evaluate the efficiency of the peer-assisted replication. We compare PSAR with (1) an LFUbased peer cache replacement algorithm where videos least requested recently (a reference time window of 24 hours) are dumped to make room for new ones, (2) an LRU-based cache replacement algorithm where videos that have not been recently requested are dumped, and (3) a random replacement
algorithm where randomly selected videos are dumped.
Local Cache Hit Ratio. We first evaluate the local cache hit ratio, which is defined as the fraction
of videos that can be directly downloaded from the socially connected peers. Higher local cache hit
ratio indicates better local download performance, since we have already justified that peers which
are socially connected to each other are also geographically close to each other, resulting in a better
Internet connectivity. Fig. 22 illustrates the local cache hit ratio versus the storage capacity at each
peer (the number of videos that can be stored). We observe that our design significantly improves the
local cache hit ratio by over 40%, compared with the LRU and LFU schemes. Besides, as the cache
capacity increases, the cache hit ratio in our design improves much faster than other algorithms. The
reason for the inefficiency of LFU and LRU is that many unpopular videos cannot be efficiently cached
according to users’ historical requests; while they can be addressed in our design where peers actively
cache them for their friends based on the local-audience index. We also observe that LFU and LRU
have achieved the similar ratio.
Normalized Download Geo-Distance from Peers. We also evaluate the normalized geographic distance between the neighboring peers. Fig. 23 illustrates the average normalized download distance
between peers who upload videos to each other versus the cache storage capacity at each peer. We observe that our social-aware cache replacement achieves a much smaller geographic download distance
than the other algorithms, meaning that a peer is more likely to find a close neighbor to download the
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videos from, thereby achieving a better Internet connectivity for both sides. We also observe that when
a large cache capacity is allocated at a peer, our design benefits more than other algorithms.
Social-Aware Contribution. We further investigate the P2P networks by studying which type of peers
upload contents to the users. Fig. 21 illustrates the fraction of requests served by peers versus the
number of social hops between the pair of peers. We observe that in our design, over 2 times of requests
are served by their direct friends or two-hop friends in the social network, so that more local peers can
be used to upload the contents. The reason is that in PSAR, videos are cached according to not only the
requests of users, but also the level of friends that can be influenced by the video in the future.
7.

DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we discuss the reduction of replications of the social contents, the collaboration of edgecloud and peers, how our design can be effectively implemented, and the potential content information
to aid the content replication.
Reduction of Replications. In our measurement study, we have shown the temporal locality of the
social video propagation, i.e., after a period of time since its publication, a video content will not be
able to attract as many users as before. Though the bandwidth reservation can adapt to reduce the
upload capacity allocated for a video that becomes less popular, the replications of the video still occupy
the storage at edge-cloud servers. Thus, we need to reduce a video’s replications on the edge-cloud
servers to make room for new videos generated by users in the system. Intuitive strategies for video
reduction can be designed as follows: (1) the region where a video is mostly accessed can be selected
as a permanent backup of the video; (2) other regions where the video is replicated can locally dump
the video contents according to their geographic influence index, i.e., videos with a smaller geographic
influence index are more likely to be removed from an edge-cloud server to make room for new ones.
Collaboration between Edge-Cloud Servers and Peers. In the distribution of social video contents,
edge-cloud servers and peers both serve the video download requests. The collaboration between them
in PSAR is as follows: (1) Edge-cloud is mainly used to serve users with their preferred servers, and
peers only assist in the unpopular videos; (2) In the online social network, friends are incentivized to
upload contents to each other, i.e., the social preference [Fehr and Fischbacher 2002]; (3) According to
our design, peers are usually located close to each other. Given that edge-cloud servers are deployed
closer and closer to users by the cloud providers, it is a trend that peer distribution may only take place
when users very close to each other, where energy-saving transfer approaches can be used.
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Real-World Implementation. The propagation-based social-aware delivery of social contents is a design incorporating both the content delivery system and the online social network. We discuss how
the design can be implemented in a real system. (1) Data aspect (how social propagation is collected
and mined). On one hand, APIs are opened by the online social networks for third-parties to retrieve
not only how contents propagate between users, but also how users are socially connected to each
other. Besides, they also provide mining and learning systems for the data processing (e.g., Google
Dremel) — a video distribution system can make use of such propagation information. (2) Delivery
aspect (cloud-based and peer-assisted distribution). On one hand, cloud providers like Amazon have
provided interfaces for the video service providers to elastically, dynamically and geographically allocate the cloud servers; on the other hand, content providers generally deploy clients (e.g., Apps for
mobile devices) which allow the peer-assisted delivery.
Content information. In our peer-assisted delivery, video category is used for friend preference mining. More content details of videos can still be explored, e.g., videos uploaded for sharing are often
accompanied with metadata that describes the content, which can be leveraged to better aid the preference inference [Melville et al. 2002].
8.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we design a propagation-based social content delivery framework using a data-driven
approach. By conducting extensive measurement of traces obtained from a representative online social network system, we observe unique propagation patterns, which demonstrate social, geographical
and temporal localities in the social propagation. Based on the propagation patterns, we design propagation predictors to enable the propagation-based social-aware replication strategies to serve such
social contents to users. Specifically, we invent three replication indices: a geographic influence index,
a global-audience index and a local-audience index, which can guide the region selection, bandwidth
reservation and cache replacement in the joint edge-cloud and peer-assisted replication framework
proposed. Extensive experiments driven by the real-world traces further demonstrate the effectiveness
and superiority of our design, which improves the local download ratio in the edge-cloud delivery by
30%, and the local cache hit ratio in the peer-assisted delivery by 40%, against traditional approaches.
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